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This report covers the period from 15 October 1994 through 15 January 1995. Our program has initiated test and evaluation of the nozzle system, pursued several risk reduction activities, and continued concept design efforts for the copper system.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

During this reporting period, the program initiated test and evaluation of the no lead system, pursued several risk reduction activities, and continued design efforts for the copper system.

2.0 PROGRESS DURING REPORTING PERIOD

- Produced primitive test coupons demonstrating line and single ball capability.
- Identified and studied problem areas for no lead system reliability including the environmental chamber, nozzle, and material contamination.
  - Redesigned and installed a new environmental chamber to improve process reliability.
  - Started effort to resolve nozzle problems by working with the vendor concerning orifice surface finish and redesigning orifice holder (nozzle).
  - Implemented new material handling procedures to minimize contamination problems.
- Continued testing copper melting and construction material compatibility.
- Completed 60 percent of the conceptual design of the copper system and subsystems.
- Added a contract engineer for three months to insure continued design progress.

3.0 PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR NEXT REPORTING PERIOD

- Produce no lead test coupons for evaluation.
- Build a physical mock-up of the copper system.
- Continue testing construction materials for copper system.
- Complete detailed design and conduct formal design review of copper system.
4.0  EQUIPMENT PURCHASED OR CONSTRUCTED

Assembled/Constructed
- Revised no lead system environment chamber.

Purchased
- Contract Engineering - Reavill Engineering.
- Oxygen and Moisture Analyzer.

5.0  NOTIFICATION OF KEY PERSONNEL CHANGES

The TI Program Manager, Elwin Whetsel, has accepted another position at TI. His replacement will be named at a later date. Program management responsibilities will be transitioned to the new Program Manager.

6.0  INFORMATION FROM TRIPS, MEETINGS, AND SPECIAL CONFERENCES

- Visited Rautomead and TI Attleboro to gain high temperature melting chamber information and find a potential subcontractor.
- Visited Bird Precision (the current orifice vendor) to discuss nozzle problems.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report covers the period from 15 October 1994 through 15 January 1995. The Quarterly Technical Report is organized by the Statement of Work (SOW) listed in Section 5.0 of the proposal as follows:

- Reports and demonstration
- Equipment
- System test and experimentation
- Test coupon evaluation
- Technology transfer.

The program continued test and evaluation of the no lead system, pursued several risk reduction activities, and continued concept design efforts for the copper system. Significant technical progress was made for the no lead system. Primitive test coupons were produced demonstrating single ball deflection and printing straight lines.

2.0 REPORTS AND DEMONSTRATION, SOW 5.1

Summary of Filter Analysis Report - Report on a series of experiments conducted to systematically study the effect that various filtering methods and types of filters have in removing any insoluble particles from molten solder. Several samples of filtered and unfiltered material were taken from a modified LMJ system. These samples were analyzed for particles by examining the solder microstructure using SEM/XEDS analysis. Detailed results are given in the report.

Weekly Progress Reports - Weekly progress reports are now being written.


Initial Demonstration of No Lead System - Produced single ball and straight line test coupons.

3.0 EQUIPMENT, SOW 5.2

Major program milestones met during this period include:

- Produced simple test coupons demonstrating line and single ball capability.
- Identified and studied problem areas for no lead system reliability including the environmental chamber, nozzle, and material contamination.
- Redesigned and installed new environmental chamber to improve process reliability and incorporate recent findings on H₂O and O₂ content.
- Started effort to resolve nozzle problems by working with the vendor concerning orifice surface finish and redesigning orifice holder (nozzle).
- Implemented new material handling procedures to minimize contamination problems.
- Continued testing copper and construction material compatibility.
- Completed 60 percent of the conceptual design of the copper system and subsystems.

3.1 Fluidizer, SOW 5.2.1

The fluidizer module for the LMJ system converts the solid metal feedstock to liquid. Propelling forces are required to drive the LMJ at the predetermined velocity. The resulting liquefied metal transitions to the droplet generator for subsequent droplet formation.

The no lead fluidizer design continues to operate to specification and performs satisfactorily.

Conceptual design of the fluidizer for the copper system is 60 percent complete. Detailed design of the fluidizer is in process in areas where we have high confidence.

3.2 Droplet Generator, SOW 5.2.2

The proprietary droplet generator for the LMJ system accepts the liquefied metal from the fluidizer and provides the controlled instability required to excite the jet stream into a repeatable droplet formation. The droplets will be charged and continue through an electrostatic deflection field to impact the target at a precise location.

As mentioned in the last report, process reliability problems continue to plague the program. These include stream instability and a lack of consistent droplet formation. Tests show that the problems are due to poor environmental control in the test chamber, nozzle leaks, and material contamination. Design changes were incorporated to correct these problems.

Single ball deflection, a basic capability to generate test coupons, was performed on the no lead system using a 2 mil diameter nozzle.
3.3 Jet/Droplet Stream, SOW 5.2.3

A path for the droplets to be charged and deflected is provided in the design of the system. The path also provides for alternative atmospheres for experimentation.

The size of the droplets was reduced to accommodate the deflection control subsystem. Initially droplets of 4 mil diameter were being attempted using a 2 mil nozzle. Improved material handling, cleanliness, and filtering techniques allowed us to decrease the nozzle diameter to 1 mil and generate 2 mil diameter balls. This improved our ability to direct the ball to the target and will ultimately help generate patterns with better resolution.

The copper system conceptual design is 60 percent complete. Detailed design is in process based on findings from the no lead system and thermal analysis.

3.4 Target Chamber, SOW 5.2.4

The test coupons (i.e., samples) reside in a fixture within a chamber to provide for a controlled inert atmosphere. This chamber provides controlled heat for coupon preheating, optical observation, and instrumentation. In addition to the chamber, a precision motion control system to position the coupon for pattern writing was designed, acquired, and integrated into the LMJ system. A device to catch and collect the unwanted or "guttered" droplets is included in the coupon chamber.

The no lead target chamber is complete and in use. Environmental control is being improved by changing the material of construction from plexiglas to stainless steel. This will eliminate leakage and moisture outgassing with the present structure. The redesigned and reconstructed structure will be complete and installed by January 10. Operational reliability will be improved with this change.

No design work on the copper target chamber is being performed until results from the no lead system testing are available.

3.5 System Control, SOW 5.2.5

System control addresses all items necessary to control and monitor the process. Subtasks include hardware, software, and integration for process control, environmental control, data acquisition, and safety. System control includes personal computers, programmable logic controller, data acquisition software, Computer Aided Design (CAD) data, Network Control program interface, and custom programming. Facility related subtasks include fume handling capabilities, safety systems, and thermal management equipment.

The system control computer for the no lead system was received and installed and is being used. Some problems were identified with the speed of the XY table controller. A design change may be required to increase its speed. In addition, the
control interaction between the positioning system and the deflection system was redesigned after initial testing and will be completed by January 15.

4.0 SYSTEM TEST AND EVALUATION, SOW 5.3

Several system and subsystem tests were conducted including:

- Environmental Control
- System Operation
- Single Droplet Deflection.

5.0 TEST COUPON EVALUATION, SOW 5.4

Test coupons will be generated during the next reporting period. They will be evaluated against the requirements generated by the printed wiring board (PWB) consulting team.

6.0 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER, SOW 5.5

Several United States manufacturers have visited the lab for technology transfer. An industry day held at the Automation and Robotics Research Institute (where the laboratory is located) resulted in over 100 guest/visitors. Serious discussions are still being conducted with IBM, MPM, General Motors - Delco Electronics, and Indium Corporation of America.